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C∗-ENVELOPE AND DILATION THEORY OF SEMIGROUP
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
BOYU LI
Abstract. In this paper, we construct, for a certain class of semigroup
dynamical systems, two operator algebras that are universal with respect
to their corresponding covariance conditions: one being self-adjoint, and
another being non-self-adjoint. We prove that the C∗-envelope of the
non-self-adjoint operator algebra is precisely the self-adjoint one. This
result leads to a number of new examples of operator algebras and their
C
∗-envelopes, with many from number fields and commutative rings.
We further establish the functoriality of these operator algebras along
with their applications.
1. Introduction
The study of operator algebras associated with dynamical systems has a
rich and profound history. The dynamical systems and actions are encoded
by operators on Hilbert space, and at the same time, the operator algebra
often reflects important properties of the dynamics. For example, a group
dynamical system (A, G, α) can be encoded by a representation π of the
C∗-algebra A and a unitary representation U of G. The automorphic action
α is then encoded by the covariance relation
U(g)π(a)U(g)∗ = π(αg(a)).
This leads to the construction of the C∗-algebra cross products. Properties
of the action are often translated to properties of the operator algebra, and
vice versa.
Unlike group dynamical systems, a semigroup dynamical system (A, P, α)
usually assumes an endomorphic action due to the lack of inverses in semi-
groups. Because the endomorphic action is no longer automorphic and can
be non-unital, a semigroup dynamical system is often encoded by an iso-
metric (instead of unitary) representation V of the semigroup P and a rep-
resentation π of the C∗-algebra A, such that (π, V ) satisfies the covariance
relation
V (p)π(a)V (p)∗ = π(αp(a)).
Many well-known C∗-algebras naturally inherit a semigroup dynamical
system structure. For example, the Cuntz algebra Ok can be constructed by
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an N-action on the UHF-algebra of type k∞ [4]. The semigroup C∗-algebra
associated with quasi-lattice ordered semigroups, first studied by Nica [28],
also encodes a semigroup dynamical system structure, where the semigroup
P acts on the diagonal algebra DP by ∗-endomorphisms [22].
Semigroup dynamical systems help generate examples not only of C∗-
algebras but also of non-self-adjoint operator algebras. Peters [29] is the first
to consider relaxing the covariance relation to accommodate the absence of
the adjoint in a non-self-adjoint operator algebra. In particular, there are
two possibilities that replace the covariance relation: either
V (p)π(a) = π(αp(a))V (p);
or,
π(a)V (p) = V (p)π(αp(a)).
Peters focuses on the latter relation and defines a non-self-adjoint operator
algebra that he calls the semicrossed product. This notion has since been
generalized, most notably to semigroup dynamical systems over abelian lat-
tice ordered semigroups [9]. We, on the other hand, focus on the former
covariance relation that occurs naturally by multiplying V (p) on the right
of the covariance condition V (p)π(a)V (p)∗ = π(αp(a)).
Non-self-adjoint and self-adjoint operator algebras are connected by C∗-
envelope: a non-self-adjoint operator algebra can always be embedded in a
smallest C∗-algebra, known as its C∗-envelope. The existence of the C∗-
envelope is conjectured by Arveson in [1] and proved by Hamana [17] (see
also [26, 12]). Since then, there has been much research effort devoted to the
computation of C∗-envelopes for various non-self-adjoint operator algebras
[10, 11, 19, 9, 20, 13]. For example, for an abelian lattice ordered semigroup
P inside a group G = P−1P , the C∗-envelope of the semicrossed product
A⋊Fα P is often related to the crossed product A˜⋊βG [19, 16, 15], where A˜
is a direct limit from the endomorphic actions of A, and β is an automorphic
G-action. One may refer to [9] for a more detailed description (see also [18]).
This paper is motivated by a study of the C∗-envelope of a specific semi-
group dynamical system arising from number fields [31]. Let R be the alge-
braic integers in a number field K. Cuntz, Deninger, and Laca constructed
a Toeplitz-type C∗-algebra TR [6] (that turns out to be the semigroup C
∗-
algebra for the ax + b semigroup R ⋊ R×, see also [25]). One can also
construct a non-self-adjoint operator algebra analogue through a semigroup
dynamical system, denoted by AR ⋊
iso
α P . It is proven in [31] that the C
∗-
envelope of AR⋊
iso
α P is precisely TR. In this paper, we generalize this result
to a large class of semigroup dynamical systems.
We shall start by reviewing the basic setups of semigroup dynamical sys-
tems in Section 2. For each semigroup dynamical system (A, P, α), we asso-
ciate two operator algebras in Section 3: a self-adjoint C∗-algebra A⋊∗α P ,
which is universal with respect to isometric ∗-covariant representations; and
a non-self-adjoint operator algebra A⋊isoα P , which is universal with respect
to isometric covariant representations. The main result (Theorem 5.1) states
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that the C∗-algebra A ⋊∗α P is the C
∗-envelope of A ⋊isoα P . Among sev-
eral approaches to compute the C∗-envelope, Dritschel and McCullough [14]
prove that a representation of a non-self-adjoint operator algebra can be
dilated to a maximal representation that generates the C∗-envelope. Our
proof follows this approach: we first show that isometric ∗-covariant repre-
sentations are maximal representations of A ⋊isoα P (Proposition 4.1). We
then prove that every isometric covariant representation can be dilated to
an isometric ∗-covariant representation. The dilation is achieved in an ex-
plicit manner in Section 5, where we repeatedly dilate an isometric covariant
representation until it becomes isometric ∗-covariant (Theorem 5.9).
Our result introduces a rich collection of examples of non-self-adjoint
operator algebras and their C∗-envelopes. In Section 6, we explore the
examples arising from the semigroup R⋊M , where R is a commutative ring
andM is a left-cancellative sub-semigroup of R⋊. We introduce a semigroup
dynamical system (AR,M ,M,α) and prove that the C
∗-algebra AR,M ⋊
∗
αM
is precisely the semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(R ⋊ M) in the sense of Xin Li
(Proposition 6.12). Our main result applies to show that the C∗-envelope
of AR,M ⋊
iso
α M is the semigroup C
∗-algebra C∗(R ⋊ M). In Section 7,
we study the functoriality for both the non-self-adjoint A ⋊isoα P and the
C∗-algebra A ⋊∗α P . We prove that the functoriality of the C
∗-algebra by
injective ∗-homomorphism is equivalent to the functoriality of the non-self-
adjoint operator algebra by complete isometry (Corollary 7.6). Finally, in
Section 8, we consider additional examples and applications of our main
result.
I would like to thank Kenneth Davidson, Adam Dor-on, and Chris Bruce
for their helpful comments, and Marcelo Laca for directing me to consider
the functoriality.
2. Semigroup Dynamical Systems
Definition 2.1. A semigroup dynamical system is a triple (A, P, α) where
(1) A is a unital C∗-algebra;
(2) P is a semigroup with an identity;
(3) α is a P -action on A by ∗-endomorphisms.
We use 1 ∈ A to denote the identity element of A and e ∈ P to denote the
identity element of P . Though not required by the definition of semigroup
dynamical system, we assume throughout the paper that P is countable and
abelian. The endomorphism αp is a ∗-homomorphism from A to itself, and
it is neither assumed to be automorphic, nor assumed to be unital. The
dynamical system is called injective if αp is an injective ∗-endomorphism for
all p ∈ P .
Recall that a subalgebra B ⊂ A is called hereditary if for any positive
b ∈ B and any a ∈ A with 0 ≤ a ≤ b, we have a ∈ B as well. We assume
further that αp(A), the image of each αp, is hereditary. Injective semigroup
dynamical systems where each αp(A) is hereditary are well-studied. For
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example, the following characterization is taken from Murphy [27, Lemma
4.1].
Proposition 2.2. Let (A, P, α) be an injective semigroup dynamical system.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) αp(A) is hereditary.
(2) αp(A) = αp(1)Aαp(1).
Finally, for each p ∈ P , αp(1) satisfies αp(1) = αp(1)
2 = αp(1)
∗, so that it
is an orthogonal projection. In many cases, {αp(1)} is a family of commuting
projections.
Definition 2.3. Let (A, P, α) be a semigroup dynamical system. We say
that its projections are aligned if for any p, q ∈ P , αp(1) and αq(1) commute.
Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, we always assume the
semigroup dynamical system is injective, αp(A) is hereditary for all p ∈ P ,
and its projections are aligned.
Example 2.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and σ be an injective
P -action on X so that Xp = σp(X) is a clopen subset of X. This induces a
P -action α on C(X) by αp(f)(x) = f(σ
−1
p (x)), which is a ∗-endomorphism
from C(X) onto C(Xp). As a result, we obtain an injective semigroup
dynamical system (C(X), P, α) where each αp(C(X)) = C(Xp) is an ideal
of C(X), and thus hereditary. Each αp(1) is the characteristic function for
Xp, which forms a commuting family of orthogonal projections.
As a special case when X is a singleton, A = CI and αp = id is the
identity maps for all p ∈ P . We obtain a semigroup dynamical system
(C, P, id).
Example 2.5. Let (G,P ) be a quasi-lattice ordered group, and C∗(P )
be the its universal semigroup C∗-algebra in the sense of Nica [28]. Then
C∗(P ) naturally encodes an injective semigroup dynamical system structure
(DP , P, α), where DP is the diagonal sub-algebra of C
∗(P ). Here, αp(DP ) is
an ideal of DP and is thus hereditary. The Nica-covariance condition ensures
that αp(1) and αq(1) commute (their product is either 0 or αp∨q(1)).
Example 2.6. Fix k ≥ 2 and let A be the UHF algebra of type k∞. Let
α1(a) = e11 ⊗ a, which is a ∗-endomorphism on A. This defines an injective
semigroup dynamical system (A,N, α), which is related to the celebrated
Cuntz algebra Ok [4]. Unlike the previous two examples, αk(A) is not an
ideal of A (since the UHF algebra is simple). However, one can check that
the image α1(A) is hereditary. Moreover, the set of orthogonal projections
{αn(1)} clearly commute since αn(1)αm(1) = αmax{n,m}(1).
Having αp(A) be hereditary subalgebras in A allows us to construct a
surjective left-inverse αp−1 : A → A. For any p ∈ P , define
αp−1(a) = α
−1
p (αp(1)aαp(1)).
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Here, αp(1)aαp(1) ∈ αp(A), and the injectivity of αp guarantees that the
inverse exists, so that αp−1 is a well-defined map on A. Moreover, for any
a ∈ A, αp(a) = αp(1)αp(a)αp(1). Therefore, αp−1(αp(a)) = a, so that αp−1
is a surjective left-inverse of αp. The map αp−1 is usually not multiplica-
tive, since for any a, b ∈ A, it is not necessarily true that αp(1)abαp(1) =
αp(1)aαp(1)bαp(1). However, for a ∈ A that commute with αp(1), and for
any b ∈ A, we have
αp(1)abαp(1) = αp(1)(αp(1)a)bαp(1) = αp(1)aαp(1)bαp(1).
Take the inverse of α−1p , we have αp−1(ab) = αp−1(a)αp−1(b). Similarly, if b
commutes with αp(1), we also have αp−1(ab) = αp−1(a)αp−1(b).
In an injective semigroup dynamical system where its projections are
aligned, projections {αp(1)} commute, αp(1)αq(1)αp(1) = αp(1)αq(1) =
αq(1)αp(1) is again a projection. Therefore, αp−1(αq(1)) is also an orthog-
onal projection. The following technical lemma is essential in our later
calculations.
Lemma 2.7. Let (A, P, α) be an injective semigroup dynamical system over
an abelian semigroup P where its projections are aligned. For any p, q ∈ P ,
let H = αp−1(αq(1)). Then H is an orthogonal projection, and αq(1) ≤ H.
Proof. Since the projections are aligned, αp(1) and αq(1) commute and
αp(1)αq(1) = αq(1)αp(1) = αp(1)αq(1)αp(1).
Therefore, αp(H) = αp(H
∗) = αp(H
2), and the injectivity of αp ensures
that H = H∗ = H2 is an orthogonal projection.
Consider αpq(1)αp(H) = αpq(1)αp(1)αq(1). Since P is abelian, αpq(1) =
αqp(1) and
αpq(1)αp(H) = αp(αq(1))αp(1)αq(1) = αqp(1)αq(1) = αpq(1).
Notice that αp−1(αpq(1)) = αq(1), we have αq(1)H = αq(1) and thus αq(1) ≤
H. 
3. Representations of Semigroup Dynamical Systems
There are many ways of associating an operator algebra with a dynamical
system. For C∗-algebras, the most common way is through the following
definition. This coincides with Murphy’s definition [27] of C∗(A, P, α) where
he proved its universal property with respect to covariant representations.
Definition 3.1. An isometric ∗-covariant representation for (A, P, α) is a
pair (π, V ) where,
(1) π : A → B(H) is a unital ∗-homomorphism.
(2) V : P → B(H) is an isometric representation with V (e) = I.
(3) For any p ∈ P and a ∈ A, we have
V (p)π(a)V (p)∗ = π(αp(a)).
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We denote the universal C∗-algebra for isometric ∗-covariant representa-
tions by A⋊∗α P .
Remark 3.2. Since P is abelian, it is automatically an Ore semigroup,
which embeds inside a group G with G = P−1P . A result of Laca [21] proves
that isometric ∗-covariant representations can be further dilated to a unitary
covariant representation of an automorphic dynamical system (B, G, β), and
A⋊∗α P is a full corner of the group crossed product B ⋊β G.
There is a non-self-adjoint analogue of this definition: by multiplying V (p)
on the right of the condition (3), the adjoint V (p)∗ is replaced by V (p) on
the right hand side.
Definition 3.3. An isometric covariant representation for (A, P, α) is given
by a pair (π, V ) where,
(1) π : A → B(H) is a unital ∗-homomorphism.
(2) V : P → B(H) is an isometric representation with V (e) = I.
(3) For any p ∈ P and a ∈ A, we have
V (p)π(a) = π(αp(a))V (p).
As pointed out by Peters [29], one concern for this covariance relation is
that it forces ker(αp) ⊂ ker(π). This is not an issue here since the semigroup
action α is injective.
There is a dual definition where the covariance condition is replaced by
π(a)V (p) = V (p)π(αp(a)), which leads to a multitude of non-self-adjoint
operator algebras. There is a rich literature of non-self-adjoint operator
algebra constructed using this alternative convariance condition. One may
refer to [29, 9] for more detailed discussion for operator algebras arising from
this alternative covariance condition.
One can associate a non-self-adjoint operator algebra which is universal
for isometric covariant representations. Define c00(P,A) to be the linear
span of a⊗ δp, with the multiplication
(a⊗ δp) · (b⊗ δq) = aαp(b)⊗ δpq.
For any isometric covariant representation (π, V ) on B(H), it defines a homo-
morphism Φπ,V : c00(P,A)→ B(H) by Φπ,V (a⊗ δp) = π(a)V (p) and extend
linearly. For each n ≥ 1, we can similarly define Φ
(n)
π,V : Mn(c00(P,A)) →
B(Hn) by Φ
(n)
π,V ([ai,j ]⊗ δp) = [π(ai,j)V (p)]. For x ∈ Mn(c00(P,A)), define
‖x‖n = sup{‖Φ
(n)
π,V (x)‖ : (π, V ) is an isometric covariant representation}.
Here, we have to assume a priori that there exists at least one isometric
covariant representation to avoid taking the supremum over an empty set.
This is rarely a concern for us, since isometric ∗-covariant representations
are automatically isometric covariant and all the examples we considered
have a well-defined universal C∗-algebra A ⋊∗α P for isometric ∗-covariant
representations. A faithful isometric ∗-covariant representation of A ⋊∗α P
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will also assign a non-zero value for ‖x‖n except when x = 0. Also notice
that since V is isometric and π is ∗-homomorphic, for x =
∑k
i=1Ai ⊗ δpi ,
we have ‖Φ
(n)
π,V (x)‖ ≤
∑k
i=1 ‖π
(n)(Ai)‖ < ∞, so that the supremum indeed
exists. This family of matrix norms ‖ · ‖n puts a non-self-adjoint operator
algebra structure over c00(P,A), and we denote A ⋊
iso
α P to be the (non-
self-adjoint) norm closure of c00(P,A) with respect to this universal norm.
It is obvious that an isometric ∗-covariant representation (π, V ) is auto-
matically an isometric covariant representation. However, the converse is
generally false, and it requires one extra condition.
Proposition 3.4. Let π : A → B(H) be a unital ∗-homomorphism and
V : P → B(H) be an isometric representation. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) For all p ∈ P and a ∈ A,
V (p)π(a)V (p)∗ = π(αp(a)).
(2) For all p ∈ P and a ∈ A,
V (p)π(a) = π(αp(a))V (p),
and V (p)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)).
Proof. Assuming (1), since V (p)∗V (p) = I,
V (p)π(a) = V (p)π(a)V (p)∗V (p) = π(αp(a))V (p).
Moreover, set a = 1 ∈ A,
V (p)V (p)∗ = V (p)π(1)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)).
Conversely, for any p ∈ P and a ∈ A,
V (p)π(a)V (p)∗ = π(αp(a))V (p)V (p)
∗
= π(αp(a))π(αp(1))
= π(αp(a · 1)) = π(αp(a)). 
Example 3.5. In general, there are always isometric covariant represen-
tations that are not isometric ∗-covariant. Suppose P contains an element
a ∈ P without an inverse. Take an isometric ∗-covariant representation
(ρ,W ) of (A, P, α) on B(H). Let ℓ2(P ) be the Hilbert space with orthonor-
mal basis {ep : p ∈ P}. Define π : A → B(H⊗ℓ
2(P )) by π(a) = ρ(a)⊗Iℓ2(P ).
Define V : P → B(H⊗ ℓ2(P )) by V (p) =W (p)⊗λp, where λpeq = epq is the
left-regular representation of P on ℓ2(P ). We claim that (π, V ) is an isomet-
ric covariant representation of (A, P, α), but it is not isometric ∗-covariant.
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It is clear that π is a unital ∗-homomorphism and V is an isometric repre-
sentation with V (e) = I. For any a ∈ A and p ∈ P ,
V (p)π(a) = (W (p)⊗ λp)(ρ(a) ⊗ Iℓ2(P ))
= (W (p)ρ(a)) ⊗ λp
= (ρ(αp(a))W (p)) ⊗ λp
= π(αp(a))V (p).
However, V (p)V (p)∗ =W (p)W (p)∗⊗λpλ
∗
p and π(αp(1)) = ρ(αp(1))⊗Iℓ2(P ).
Even though W (p)W (p)∗ = ρ(αp(1)), λpλ
∗
p 6= Iℓ2(P ) unless p is invertible in
P . Since we assumed a ∈ P does not have an inverse, V (a)V (a)∗ 6= π(αa(1)).
In the case when V (p)V (p)∗ 6= π(αp(1)) for an isometric covariant repre-
sentation:
Lemma 3.6. Let (π, V ) be an isometric covariant representation. Then for
any p ∈ P , V (p)V (p)∗ ≤ π(αp(1)).
Proof. Since π is unital,
V (p)V (p)∗ = V (p)π(1)V (p)∗
= π(αp(1))V (p)V (p)
∗.
Since V (p)V (p)∗ and π(αp(1)) are orthogonal projections, this implies the
desired inequality. 
The following two lemmas are useful in many computations.
Lemma 3.7. Let (π, V ) be an isometric covariant representation for (A, P, α).
Then for any p ∈ P and a ∈ A,
V (p)∗π(αp(a)) = π(a)V (p)
∗.
Proof. From the covariance condition, V (p)π(a∗) = π(αp(a
∗))V (p). Since
π, αp are ∗-homomorphisms, V (p)π(a)
∗ = π(αp(a))
∗V (p). Taking the ad-
joint on both sides proves the desired equality. 
Lemma 3.8. Let (π, V ) be an isometric covariant representation for (A, P, α).
Then for any p ∈ P and a ∈ A,
π(a)V (p) = π(aαp(1))V (p).
If a commutes with αp(1), we have
π(a)V (p) = π(aαp(1))V (p) = V (p)π(αp−1(a)),
and,
V (p)∗π(a) = π(αp−1(a))V (p)
∗.
Proof. Since π is unital, V (p) = V (p)π(1) = π(αp(1))V (p). This proves
the first equality. If in addition, a commutes with αp(1), then aαp(1) =
αp(1)aαp(1) ∈ αp(A). In this case,
π(a)V (p) = π(aαp(1))V (p) = π(αp(αp−1(a)))V (p) = V (p)π(αp−1(a)).
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Moreove, a∗ also commutes with αp(1). Putting a
∗ in the above equality
and taking the adjoint on both sides give the last equality. 
4. Dilation and C*-envelope
Let B be an operator algebra, not necessarily self-adjoint. A C∗-cover of
B is a pair (C, j) where C is a C∗-algebra and j is a completely isometric
homomorphism j : B → C so that C = C∗(j(B)). The C∗-envelope of B,
denoted by (C∗env(B), i), is the smallest C
∗-cover in the sense that for any
C∗-cover (C, j), there exists a ∗-homomorphism Φ : C → C∗env(B) so that
i = Φ ◦ j.
There are many ways of computing C∗-envelopes of an operator alge-
bra. This paper focuses on the one using dilation theory. For a completely
contractive homomorphism φ : B → B(H), a dilation ρ : B → B(K) is a com-
pletely contractive homomorphism on a larger Hilbert space K ⊃ H such
that for all a ∈ B,
φ(a) = PHρ(a)
∣∣∣∣
H
.
A result of Sarason [30] proves that K can be decomposed as K = H+⊕H⊕
H−, with respect to which ρ(a) can be represented by the following operator
matrix:
ρ(a) =

∗ 0 0∗ φ(a) 0
∗ ∗ ∗


A homomorphism φ is called maximal if any dilation ρ can be written as
φ ⊕ ψ for some representation ψ. It turns out that the C∗env(B) is the
C∗-algebra generated by a maximal completely isometric homomorphism of
B. Moreover, a result of Dritschel and McCullough [14] proves that any
completely contractive homomorphism φ of B can be dilated to a maximal
representation, and thus the C∗env(B) always exists.
We start by pointing out that isometric ∗-covariant representations are
maximal isometric covariant representations to A⋊isoα P .
Proposition 4.1. Let (π, V ) be an isometric ∗-covariant representation for
(A, P, α). Then (π, V ) is also an isometric covariant representation, and
(π, V ) is maximal for A⋊isoα P .
Proof. Since (π, V ) is isometric ∗-covariant, Proposition 3.4 proves that it
is also an isometric covariant representation.
To see it is maximal: let (ρ,W ) be a dilation of (π, V ) on a larger Hilbert
space K ⊃ H. First of all, since V (p) is isometric on H, H must be invariant
for W . Moreover, π is a ∗-homomorphism, so that its dilation ρ must be in
the form of ρ = π⊕φ for some unital ∗-homomorphism φ : A → B(H⊥) (for
example, one can see this from Sarason’s decomposition: ρ(a∗) = ρ(a)∗ so
that off-diagonal entries must be 0). Therefore, with respect to K = H⊕H⊥,
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for each p ∈ P ,
W (p) =
[
V (p) Ap
0 B(p)
]
,
and for each a ∈ A,
ρ(a) =
[
π(a) 0
0 φ(a)
]
.
It suffices to prove that Ap = 0 for all p ∈ P so that (ρ,W ) = (π, V )⊕(φ,B).
Since (ρ,W ) is an isometric covariant representation, Lemma 3.6 implies
that W (p)W (p)∗ ≤ ρ(αp(1)). We have,
W (p)W (p)∗ =
[
V (p)V (p)∗ +ApA
∗
p ∗
∗ ∗
]
≤ ρ(αp(1))
=
[
π(αp(1)) 0
0 ∗
]
.
Therefore, V (p)V (p)∗+ApA
∗
p ≤ π(αp(1)). However, V (p)V (p)
∗ = π(αp(1))
and ApA
∗
p ≥ 0. This implies that ApA
∗
p = 0 and thus Ap = 0 for all
p ∈ P . 
5. Main Result
The goal of this section is to prove the following main result:
Theorem 5.1. Let (A, P, α) be an injective semigroup dynamical system
over an abelian countable semigroup P , with its projections aligned and each
αp(A) is hereditary. Then the C
∗-envelope of A⋊isoα P is A⋊
∗
α P .
Proposition 4.1 proves that isometric ∗-covariant representations are max-
imal representation for the non-self-adjoint operator algebra A ⋊isoα P . It
suffices to prove that any isometric covariant representation of (A, P, α) can
be dilated to an isometric ∗-covariant representation.
Let (π, V ) be an isometric covariant representation of (A, P, α). By
Proposition 3.4, it is an isometric ∗-covariant representation if and only
if V (p)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)) for all p ∈ P . The plan is to dilate (π, V ) to (ρ,W )
so that W (p)W (p)∗ = ρ(αp(1)) and thus (ρ,W ) is an isometric ∗-covariant
representation, which is known to be maximal by Proposition 4.1. The main
dilation technique comes from the idea in [31].
First, suppose that for some q ∈ P , V (q)V (q)∗ 6= π(αq(1)). Lemma 3.6
proves that the range projection V (q)V (q)∗ is strictly less than the projec-
tion π(αq(1)). Let L1 = (π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗)H be the subspace corre-
sponding to their difference, and let T : L1 → H be the inclusion map, so
that, T ∗T = IL1 ∈ B(L1) and TT
∗ = π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗ ∈ B(H).
Lemma 5.2. V (q)∗T = T ∗V (q) = 0
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Proof. By construction, the range of T is π(αq(1))H ⊖ V (q)H, which is
orthogonal to the range of V (q). Therefore, TT ∗V (q)V (q)∗ = 0, and the
result follows immediately. 
Lemma 5.3. Let P ∈ B(H) be any orthogonal projection so that π(αq(1)) ≤
P . Then PT = T .
Proof. From the construction, TT ∗ is the range projection onto π(αq(1))H⊖
V (q)H, which is contained in the range of P . Therefore, TT ∗ ≤ P and thus
PT = T . 
We can define maps π1 and V1 on H1 = H⊕L1 by
π1(a) =
[
π(a) 0
0 T ∗π(αq(a))T
]
,
V1(p) =
[
V (p) V (q)∗V (p)T
0 T ∗V (p)T
]
.
Proposition 5.4. The pair (π1, V1) is also an isometric covariant represen-
tation.
Proof. We shall divide the proof into several claims:
Claim 1. π1 is a unital ∗-homomorphism.
Proof of Claim 1. π1 = π ⊕ φ1 where φ1(a) = T
∗π(αq(a))T : A → B(L1).
It suffices to prove that φ1 is a unital ∗-homomorphism. First, φ1(1) =
T ∗π(αq(1))T . By Lemma 5.3, π(αq(1))T = T and thus φ1(1) = T
∗T = IL1 .
Now, for any a, b ∈ A,
φ1(a)φ1(b) = T
∗π(αq(a))TT
∗π(αq(b))T
= T ∗π(αq(a))(π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗)π(αq(b))T
= T ∗π(αq(ab))T − T
∗π(αq(a))V (q)V (q)
∗π(αq(b))T
= φ1(ab)− T
∗V (q)π(ab)V (q)∗T
= φ1(ab).
Here, the last equality follows from Lemma 5.2 where T ∗V (q) = 0. φ1 is
clearly ∗-linear. Therefore, it is a unital ∗-homomorphism, and so is π1.
Claim 2. V1 is an isometric representation of P , and V1(e) = I.
Proof of Claim 2. By the definition,
V1(e) =
[
V (e) V (q)∗T
0 T ∗T
]
=
[
IH 0
0 IL1
]
= IH⊕L1
Here, we used Lemma 5.2 so that V (q)∗T = 0.
We first prove that V1(p) is an isometry for all p ∈ P . Consider V1(p)
∗V1(p):
V1(p)
∗V1(p) =
[
V (p)∗ 0
T ∗V (p)∗V (q) T ∗V (p)∗T
] [
V (p) V (q)∗V (p)T
0 T ∗V (p)T
]
=
[
V (p)∗V (p) V (p)∗V (q)∗V (p)T
T ∗V (p)∗V (q)V (p) T ∗V (p)∗V (q)V (q)∗V (p)T + T ∗V (p)∗TT ∗V (p)T
]
.
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Since V (p) is an isometry, V (p)∗V (p) = I. Since P is abelian, V (p), V (q)
commute, and together with Lemma 5.2,
T ∗V (p)∗V (q)V (p) = T ∗V (p)∗V (p)V (q) = T ∗V (q) = 0.
Similarly, V (p)∗V (q)∗V (p)T = 0 as well. Lastly, we use TT ∗ = π(αq(1)) −
V (q)V (q)∗, and thus
T ∗V (p)∗V (q)V (q)∗V (p)T + T ∗V (p)∗TT ∗V (p)T
=T ∗V (p)∗V (q)V (q)∗V (p)T + T ∗V (p)∗(π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗)V (p)T
=T ∗V (p)∗π(αq(1))V (p)T
=T ∗V (p)∗V (p)π(αp−1(αq(1)))T
=T ∗π(αp−1(αq(1)))T.
By Lemma 2.7, π(αq(1) ≤ π(αp−1(αq(1))), which, by Lemma 5.3, implies
that T ∗π(αp−1(αq(1)))T = T
∗T = IL1 .
Now it suffices to prove V1(p)V1(r) = V1(pr) for all p, r ∈ P . We have,
V1(p)V1(r) =
[
V (p) V (q)∗V (p)T
0 T ∗V (p)T
] [
V (r) V (q)∗V (r)T
0 T ∗V (r)T
]
=
[
V (pr) V (p)V (q)∗V (r)T + V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗V (r)T
0 T ∗V (p)TT ∗V (r)T
]
.
Here,
V (p)V (q)∗V (r)T + V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗V (r)T
=V (q)∗V (q)V (p)V (q)∗V (r)T + V (q)∗V (p)(π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗)V (r)T
=V (q)∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗V (r)T + V (q)∗V (p)π(αq(1))V (r)T − V (q)
∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗V (r)T
=V (q)∗V (p)π(αq(1))V (r)T
=V (q)∗V (pr)π(αr−1(αq(1)))T
=V (q)∗V (pr)T.
Here, we applied Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 5.3 to show that π(αr−1(αq(1))) ≥
π(αq(1)) and π(αr−1(αq(1)))T = T .
Finally,
T ∗V (p)TT ∗V (r)T
=T ∗V (p)π(αq(1))V (r)T − T
∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗V (r)T
=T ∗V (pr)π(αr−1(αq(1)))T − (T
∗V (q))V (p)V (q)∗V (r)T
=T ∗V (pr)T.
Therefore,
V1(p)V1(r) =
[
V (pr) V (q)∗V (pr)T
0 T ∗V (pr)T ∗
]
= V1(pr).
Claim 3. For any p ∈ P and a ∈ A, V1(p)π1(a) = π1(αp(a))V1(p).
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Proof of Claim 3. From the definition of V1, π1, the left hand side becomes:
V1(p)π1(a) =
[
V (p)π(a) V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗π(αq(a))T
0 T ∗V (p)TT ∗π(αq(a))T
]
.
The right hand side becomes:
π1(αp(a))V1(p) =
[
π(αp(a))V (p) π(αp(a))V (q)
∗V (p)T
0 T ∗π(αqp(a))TT
∗V (p)T
]
.
First of all, the covariance condition implies V (p)π(a) = π(αp(a))V (p).
Next,
V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗π(αq(a))T
=V (q)∗V (p)(π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗)π(αq(a))T
=V (q)∗V (p)π(αq(a))T − V (q)
∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗π(αq(a))T
=V (q)∗π(αpq(a))V (p)T − V (p)π(a)V (q)
∗T
=π(αp(a))V (q)
∗V (p)T.
Finally,
T ∗V (p)TT ∗π(αq(a))T
=T ∗V (p)π(αq(a))T − T
∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗π(αq(a))T
=T ∗π(αpq(a))V (p)T − T
∗V (q)V (p)V (q)∗π(αq(a))T
=T ∗π(αpq(a))V (p)T.
On the other hand,
T ∗π(αqp(a))TT
∗V (p)T
=T ∗π(αqp(a))π(αq(1))V (p)T − T
∗π(αqp(a))V (q)V (q)
∗V (p)T
=T ∗π(αpq(a))V (p)T − T
∗V (q)π(αp(a))V (q)
∗V (p)T
=T ∗π(αpq(a))V (p)T.
Therefore, all entries of V1(p)π1(a) and π1(αp(a))V1(p) match. 
Lemma 5.5. For any p ∈ P . If V (p)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)), then V1(p)V1(p)
∗ =
π1(αp(1)).
Proof. We have,
V1(p)V1(p)
∗ =
[
V (p)V (p)∗ + V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗V (q) V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗T
T ∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗V (q) T ∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗T
]
.
Since V (p)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)), we have
V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗V (q)
=V (q)∗V (p)π(αq(1))V (p)
∗V (q)− V (q)∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗V (p)∗V (q)
=V (q)∗π(αpq(1))V (p)V (p)
∗V (q)− V (q)∗V (q)V (p)V (p)∗V (q)∗V (q)
=V (q)∗π(αpq(1))π(αp(1))V (q)− π(αp(1))
=π(αp(1))V (q)
∗V (q)− π(αp(1)) = 0.
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And,
V (q)∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗T
=V (q)∗V (p)π(αq(1))V (p)
∗T − V (q)∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗V (p)∗T
=V (q)∗π(αpq(1))T − V (p)V (p)
∗V (q)∗T
=π(αp(1))V (q)
∗T = 0.
Similarly, T ∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗V (q) = 0. Finally,
T ∗V (p)TT ∗V (p)∗T
=T ∗V (p)π(αq(1))V (p)
∗T − T ∗V (p)V (q)V (q)∗V (p)∗T
=T ∗π(αpq(1))V (p)V (p)
∗T − T ∗V (q)V (p)V (p)∗V (q)∗T
=T ∗π(αq(αp(1)))T.
Therefore, V1(p)V1(p)
∗ = π1(αp(1)). 
Now V (q) is dilated to
V1(q) =
[
V (q) V (q)∗V (q)T
0 T ∗V (q)T
]
=
[
V (q) T
0 0
]
.
Lemma 5.6. We have
π1(αq(1))− V1(q)V1(q)
∗ = IL1 .
In particular, (π1(αq(1)) − V1(q)V1(q)
∗)H = {0}.
Proof. We have
π1(αq(1))− V1(q)V1(q)
∗ =
[
π(αq(1)) − V (q)V (q)
∗ − TT ∗ 0
0 T ∗π(αq(1))T
]
=
[
0 0
0 T ∗π(αq(1))T
]
=
[
0 0
0 IL1
]
Therefore, π1(αq(1))−V1(q)V1(q)
∗ = IL1 , and since H = L
⊥
1 in H1 = H⊕L1,
(π1(αq(1))− V1(q)V1(q)
∗)H = {0} 
Remark 5.7. It is not true that π1(αq(1)) = V1(q)V1(q)
∗. However, the
difference (π(αp(1) − V (p)V (p)
∗)H ⊂ H is being pushed to (π1(αq(1)) −
V1(q)V1(q)
∗)H1 = L1 = H
⊥. We can now repeat this process and take an
inductive limit to get rid of this difference.
Proposition 5.8. Let (π, V ) be an isometric covariant representation on
B(H) where V (q)V (q)∗ 6= π(αq(1)) for some q ∈ P . Then there exists
an isometric covariant dilation (ρ,W ) of (π, V ) such that W (q)W (q)∗ =
ρ(αq(1)).
Moreover, if V (p)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)) for some p ∈ P , then W (p)W (p)
∗ =
ρ(αp(1)).
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Proof. We start with H0 = H and π0 = π, V0 = V . When Vn(q)Vn(q)
∗ 6=
πn(αq(1)), we let Ln+1 = (πn(αq(1)) − Vn(q)Vn(q)
∗)Hn be the subspace
in Hn, and let Tn : Ln+1 → Hn be the inclusion map. Define a dilation
(πn+1, Vn+1) on Hn+1 = Hn ⊕ Ln+1 by
πn+1(a) =
[
πn(a) 0
0 T ∗πn(αq(a))T
]
;
Vn+1(p) =
[
Vn(p) Vn(q)
∗Vn(p)T
0 T ∗Vn(p)T
]
.
Proposition 5.4 shows that (πn+1, Vn+1) is also an isometric covariant rep-
resentation. Moreover, Lemma 5.6 implies that
(πn+1(αq(1)) − Vn+1(q)Vn+1(q))Hn = {0}.
Take the inductive limit of this process: we get a dilation (ρ,W ) on K =
H ⊕ (
⊕∞
n=1 Ln) = lim−→
Hn. This is an isometric covariant representation
since each (πn, Vn) is. Moreover, ρ(αq(1)) = W (q)W (q)
∗ since (ρ(αq(1)) −
W (q)W (q)∗)Hn = {0} and the Hilbert space K is the inductive limit of Hn.
Moreover, if V (p)V (p)∗ = π(αp(1)) for some p ∈ P . Lemma 5.5 implies
that Vn(p)Vn(p)
∗ = πn(αp(1)), which is again preserved by the inductive
limit. 
Theorem 5.9. Let (A, P, α) be an injective semigroup dynamical system
over an abelian countable semigroup P , with its projections aligned and each
αp(A) is hereditary. Then any isometric covariant presentation (π, V ) can
be dilated to an isometric ∗-covariant representation (ρ,W ).
Proof. Since P is countable, there exists countably many q ∈ P so that
V (q)V (q)∗ 6= π(αq(1)). For any such q ∈ P , apply Proposition 5.8, we
can dilate (π, V ) to another isometric covariant representation (π1, V1) so
that π1(αq(1)) = V1(q)V1(q)
∗. Moreover, for any p ∈ P with V (p)V (p)∗ =
π(αp(1)), this is preserved by (π1, V1). Repeatedly apply this procedure at
most countably many times, it yields an isometric covariant representation
(ρ,W ) so that ρ(αp(1)) =W (p)W (p)
∗ for all p ∈ P . Proposition 3.4 implies
that (ρ,W ) is an isometric ∗-covariant representation. 
As an immediate corollary, we are able to prove the main result:
Proof of Theorem 5.1: Let (ρu,W u) be the universal isometric ∗-covariant
representation. Proposition 4.1 proves that (ρu,W u) is also a maximal rep-
resentation of A⋊isoα P . Theorem 5.9 implies that every isometric covariant
representation (π, V ) of A⋊isoα P can be dilated to an isometric ∗-covariant
representation (ρ,W ) ofA⋊∗αP , and thus (ρ
u,W u) corresponds to a maximal
completely isometric representation of A ⋊isoα P . Therefore, the C
∗-algebra
A ⋊∗α P , generated by (ρ
u,W u), is the C∗-envelope of the non-self-adjoint
algebra A⋊isoα P . 
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6. Example from number fields and commutative rings
Let R be a commutative ring and M be a unital sub-semigroup of the
commutative multiplicative semigroup R×. There is a rich literature of
C∗-algebras associated with the (ax + b)-type semigroups R ⋊ M , where
(x, a)(y, b) = (x+ ay, ab). The C∗-algebra often encodes the additive struc-
ture of the ring R, multiplicative structure ofM , and certain ideal structure.
In its simplest form, when R = Z and M = N×, Cuntz considered the C∗-
algebra QN [5]. More recent developments include ring C
∗-algebras [7, 24],
Z⋊ 〈2〉 [23], R⋊R× for arbitrary algebraic integers R in a number field [6],
Z⋊ 〈S〉 [2], and R⋊Rm,Γ for congruence monoids [3].
We assume that the multiplication of M on R is left-cancellative, that is
for any x, y ∈ R and a ∈M , ax = ay implies x = y. With this assumption,
the semigroup R ⋊ M is a left-cancellative semigroup: for (x, a)(y, b) =
(x, a)(z, c), one has x+ ay = x + az and ab = ac, which implies y = z and
b = c. Recent development of semigroup C∗-algebras by Xin Li allows us to
study the C∗-algebras of left-cancellative semigroups. Here, we give a brief
overview of Xin Li’s construction of universal semigroup C∗-algebras.
Definition 6.1. Let P be a left-cancellative semigroup, and I be a right
ideal of P . Then for p ∈ P , define pI = {px : x ∈ I} and p−1I = {x : px ∈
I}. Then the set of constructible ideals J (P ) is the smallest set of right
ideals so that
(1) ∅, P ∈ J (P ).
(2) If I ∈ J (P ), then p · I and p−1 · I ∈ J (P ).
(3) If I, J ∈ J (P ), then I ∩ J ∈ J (P ).
In fact, one can explicitly describe J (P ) as the set
J (P ) = {q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1P : p1, · · · , pn, q1, · · · , qn ∈ P} ∪ {∅}.
Definition 6.2. Let P be a left-cancellative semigroup and J (P ) be the
set of its constructible ideals. Then the semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(P ) is the
universal C∗-algebra generated by:
(1) A set of isometries {vp : p ∈ P} where vpvq = vpq.
(2) A set of orthogonal projections {eI : I ∈ J (P )} such that eP = I
and e∅ = 0.
(3) For any p ∈ P and I ∈ J (P ),
vpeIv
∗
p = ep·I , v
∗
peIvp = ep−1·I .
(4) For any I, J ∈ J (P ),
eIeJ = eI∩J .
The set eI can be explicitly described by vp. For ideal
I = q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1P,
we have
eI = v
∗
qn
vpn · · · v
∗
q1
vp1v
∗
p1
vq1 · · · v
∗
pn
vqn .
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Moreover, the condition (4) is in fact redundant, as it follows directly from
the other three conditions. For another ideal J ∈ J (P ), we have
I ∩ J = q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1p
−1
1 q1 · · · p
−1
n qnJ.
Now consider the semigroup R ⋊M . We start by describing set of con-
strictible ideals for R⋊M .
Definition 6.3. For a subset N ⊂ R and p ∈M . Define p ·N = {pn : n ∈
N} and p−1 ·N = {n : pn ∈ N}. Define the set of constructible right ideals
of R from M to be:
JM (R) = {q
−1
n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1R : p1, · · · , pn, q1, · · · , qn ∈M} ∪ {∅}
Similar to the case of constructible right ideals of a semigroup, JM (R)
is the smallest set of right R-ideals that contains ∅ and R, and for any
I ∈ JM(R) and p ∈M , pI, p
−1I ∈ JM (R).
We would like to point out that elements of JM (R) are right ideals of the
ring R, which is closed under right multiplication and addition. In many
cases, ideals in JM (R) has a much simpler form. For example, when R is
the ring of algebraic integers in a number field and M = R×, elements in
JM(R) can always be described in the form of a fractional ideal q
−1
1 p1R.
This phenomenon is also documented in the case of congruence monoids [3].
Elements of JM(R) corresponds to constructible right ideals J (M) of the
left-cancellative semigroup M . For a constructible right ideal I ∈ J (M),
where
I = q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1M,
denote:
RI = q
−1
n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1R.
It is clear from the definition that for any a ∈M ,
a · RI = Ra·I , a
−1 ·RI = Ra−1·I .
Lemma 6.4. For any I, J ∈ J (M), RI ∩RJ = RI∩J .
Proof. The proof proceeds almost verbatim as the proof of [25, Lemma 3.3].
We first observe that for any p ∈M and N ⊂ R,
p1R ∩N = {x ∈ p1R : x ∈ N}
= {p1y : y ∈ R, p1y ∈ N}
= {p1y : y ∈ p
−1
1 N} = p1p
−1
1 N.
Let
RI = q
−1
n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1R.
We now prove by induction that for any subset N ⊂ R,
RI ∩N = q
−1
n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1p
−1
1 q1 · · · p
−1
n qnN.
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For n = 1,
q−11 p1p
−1
1 q1N = q
−1
1 (p1R ∩ q1N)
= {y ∈ R : q1y ∈ p1R, q1y ∈ q1N}
= {y ∈ R : y ∈ q−11 p1R, y ∈ N} = q
−1
1 p1R ∩N.
Assuming the case of n = m and consider when n = m+ 1,
q−1m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
1 p1p
−1
1 q1 · · · p
−1
m+1qm+1N
=q−1m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2(q
−1
1 p1p
−1
1 q1)p
−1
2 q2 · · · p
−1
m+1qm+1N
=q−1m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2(q
−1
1 p1R ∩ p
−1
2 q2 · · · p
−1
m+1qm+1N)
=q−1m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2q
−1
1 p1R ∩ (q
−1
m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2p
−1
2 q2 · · · p
−1
m+1qm+1N)
=q−1m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2q
−1
1 p1R ∩ (q
−1
m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2R ∩N)
=q−1m+1pm+1 · · · q
−1
2 p2q
−1
1 p1R ∩N.
For two constructible ideals I, J ∈ J (M) where
I = q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1M,
We have
RI ∩RJ = q
−1
n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1p
−1
1 q1 · · · p
−1
n qnRJ
By [25, Lemma 3.3],
I ∩ J = q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1p
−1
1 q1 · · · p
−1
n qnJ.
Therefore, RI ∩RJ = RI∩J . 
Lemma 6.5. Let I ∈ J (R) and x ∈ R. For a ∈M , we have
a · (x+RI) = ax+RaI ;
and,
a−1 · (x+RI) =
{
r +Ra−1I if there exists w ∈ I, x+ w = ar,
∅ if (x+RI) ∩ aR = ∅.
Proof. It is easy to check a · (x + RI) = ax + RaI . For a
−1 · (x + RI) =
{y ∈ R : ay ∈ x + RI}: if (x + RI) ∩ aR = ∅, then it is impossible to find
y ∈ R so that ay ∈ (x+RI)∩ aR. Therefore, a
−1 · (x+RI) = ∅ in this case.
Otherwise, there exists w ∈ RI and r ∈ R so that ar = x+w ∈ (x+RI)∩aR.
We claim that a−1 · (x+RI) = r + a
−1 ·RI .
For any y ∈ a−1RI , ay ∈ RI so that
a(r + y) = ar + ay = x+ (w + ay) ∈ x+RI .
Therefore, r+ a−1 ·RI ⊂ a
−1 · (x+RI). On the other hand, if az ∈ x+RI ,
then az − x = az − ar − w ∈ RI . Since w ∈ RI , we have a(z − r) ∈ RI and
thus z − r ∈ a−1 · RI and z ∈ r + a
−1RI . 
We are now ready to characterize all constrictible right ideals of the semi-
group R⋊M .
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Proposition 6.6. Let J (R) be the set of ideals in R. Then the set of
constructible right ideals for R⋊M can be described as
J (R⋊M) = {(x+RI)× I : x ∈ R, I ∈ J (M)}.
Proof. For any ideal I ∈ J (M) where
I = q−1n pn · · · q
−1
1 p1M,pi, qi ∈M,
the ideal (x+RI)× I can be constructed by
(x, 1)(0, qn)
−1(0, pn) · · · (0, q1)
−1(0, p1)R⋊M.
Therefore, the right hand side is a subset of J (R⋊M) that clearly contains
∅ andR⋊M . It suffices to verify that it is closed under forward and backward
translations.
For any (x+RI)× I and (y, a) ∈ R⋊M , one can easily verify that
(y, a) · (x+RI)× I = (y + ax+RaI)× aI.
On the other hand,
(y, a)−1 · (x+RI)× I = (0, a)
−1(x− y +RI)× I.
By Lemma 6.5, this is either ∅ if x− y+RI ∩ aR = ∅ or (r+Ra−1I)× a
−1I
if there exists w ∈ RI , r ∈ R with x− y + w = ar. 
It is often useful to describe the intersection of two constructible ideals of
R⋊M .
Lemma 6.7. Let I, J ∈ J (M) and x, y ∈ R.
If w ∈ (x+RI) ∩ (y +RJ),
((x+RI)× I) ∩ ((y +RJ)× J) = (w +RI∩J)× I ∩ J.
If (x+RI) ∩ (y +RJ) = ∅,
((x+RI)× I) ∩ ((y +RJ)× J) = ∅.
Proof. It is clear that when (x+RI) ∩ (y +RJ) = ∅, ((x+RI)× I) ∩ ((y +
RJ) × J) = ∅. If there exists w ∈ (x + RI) ∩ (y + RJ), it suffices to prove
that (x+RI)∩ (y+RJ) = w+RI∩J . Let w = x+ s = y+ t for s ∈ RI and
t ∈ RJ . For any z ∈ (x+RI) ∩ (y +RJ),
z − w = (z − x)− s = (z − y)− t ∈ RI ∩RJ = RI∩J .
Conversely, for any v ∈ RI∩J = RI ∩ RJ , w + v − x = s + v ∈ RI and
w + v − y = t+ v ∈ RJ , and thus w + v ∈ (x+RI) ∩ (y +RJ). 
For two right ideals M,N of R, define M +N = {x + y : x ∈ I, y ∈ J},
which is the smallest right ideal containing both M and N . We always
assume that the family {RI : I ∈ J (M)} is closed under such operation:
for any I, J ∈ J (M), RI + RJ = RK for some element K ∈ J (M) where
I, J ⊂ K. This puts a semi-∨ lattice structure on J (M). We are not sure if
this property follows immediately from the definition. Nevertheless, all the
examples we considered satisfy this property, and this property is assumed
throughout the rest of this paper.
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Proposition 6.8. The universal semigroup C∗-algebra for R ⋊M is also
the universal C∗-algebra generated by {ux}x∈R, {sa}a∈M , and {eI}I∈J (M),
such that
(1) The ux are unitary and uxuy = ux+y. The sa are isometries, and
sasb = sab. Moreover, sau
x = uaxsa for all x ∈ R and a ∈M .
(2) eI are orthogonal projections and eIeJ = eI∩J , eM = I.
(3) saeIs
∗
a = eaI .
(4) For x ∈ RI , u
xeI = eIu
x; for x /∈ RI , e
IuxeI = 0.
Proof. Let {v(x,a), EJ} be a set of generators for the semigroup C
∗-algebra.
Define ux = v(x,1) and sa = v(0,a). Since v(x,a)v(y,b) = v(x+ay,ab), one can
easily verify that {ux, sa} satisfies condition (1). For each I ∈ J (M), define
eI = ERI×I . Here, RI × I ∈ J (R ⋊M) by Proposition 6.6. It is clear that
eIeJ = eI∩J so that condition (2) is satisfied. For (3),
saeIs
∗
a = v(0,a)ERI×Iv(0,a)∗ = ERaI×aI = eaI .
Finally, if x ∈ RI , x+RI = RI and thus
uxeIu
−x = uxERI×Iu
−x = ERI×I = eI .
If x /∈ RI , (x+RI) ∩RI = ∅. Therefore,
eIu
xeIu
−x = ERI×IE(x+RI)×I = 0.
Therefore, {ux}x∈R, {sa}a∈M , and {eI}I∈J (M) satisfy conditions (1) - (4).
For the converse, given a family {ux}x∈R, {sa}a∈M , and {eI}I∈J (M) that
satisfies conditions (1) - (4), define v(x,a) = u
xsa and E(x+RI )×I = u
xeIu
−x.
Since sa is isometric and u
x is unitary, v(x,a) is an isometry. Moreover, for
any (x, a), (y, b),
v(x,a)v(y,b) = u
xsau
ysb = u
xuaysasb = u
x+aysab = v(x,a)(y,b).
Each E(x+RI )×I is clearly an orthogonal projection. For any x, y ∈ R and
I, J ∈ J (M),
E(x+RI )×IE(y+RJ )×J = u
xeIu
−x+yeJu
−y.
If (x + RI) ∩ (y + RJ) = ∅, −x + y /∈ RI + RJ . Since we assumed that
RI+RJ = RK for some K ∈ J (M) with I, J ⊂ K, we have eKu
−x+yeK = 0
by condition (4), and thus
eIu
−x+yeJ = eIeKu
−x+yeKeJ = 0.
If w ∈ (x+RI)∩ (y+RJ), we have w = x+ s = y+ t for s ∈ RI and t ∈ RJ .
Therefore, −x+ y = s− t and we have
uxeIu
−x+yeJu
−y = uxeIu
su−teJu
y = ux+seIeJu
−y−t = uweI∩Ju
−w.
Therefore, by Lemma 6.7,
E(x+RI )×IE(y+RJ )×J = E(w+RI∩J )×I∩J = E((x+RI )×I)∩((y+RJ )×J).
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Finally, for any ideal (x+RI) ∩ I ∈ J (R⋊M) and (y, a) ∈ R⋊M ,
v(y,a)E(x+RI )∩Iv
∗
(y,a) = u
ysau
xeIu
−xs∗au
−y
= uy+axsaeIs
∗
au
−(y+ax)
= uy+axeaIu
−(y+ax)
= E(y+ax+RaI )×aI = E(y,a)·(x+RI )∩I .
On the other hand,
v∗(y,a)E(x+RI )∩Iv(y,a) = s
∗
au
−y+xeIu
−x+ysa.
If there exists w ∈ RI and r ∈ R with x− y + w = ar, we have
s∗au
−y+xeIu
−x+ysa = s
∗
au
aru−weIu
wu−arsa
= urs∗au
−wuweIsau
−r
= urs∗aeIsau
−r
= urea−1Iu
−r
= E(r+R
a−1I
)×a−1I = E(y,a)−1·(x+RI)∩I .
Otherwise, if x − y + RI ∩ aR = ∅, we have (y, a)
−1 · (x + RI) ∩ I = ∅. In
this case, x− y /∈ aR+RI , where, aR+RI = RK for some K ∈ J (M) with
aM, I ⊂ K. Therefore,
eaMu
x−yeI = eaMeKu
x−yeKeI = 0.
By condition (3), eaM = sas
∗
a. Hence, s
∗
au
−y+xeI = 0 so that
v∗(y,a)E(x+RI )∩Iv(y,a) = 0.
Therefore, {v(x,a), E(x+RI )×I} satisfies the conditions for the generators of
the semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(R⋊M). 
We now construct a semigroup dynamical system (AR,M ,M,α), where:
(1) AR,M is the C
∗-subalgebra of C∗(R⋊M) generated by {ux, eI : x ∈
R, I ∈ J (M)}.
(2) αa : AR,M → AR,M defined by
αa(u
xeIu
y) = uaxeaIu
ay.
In particular, αa(u
x) = uaxeaM and αa(eI) = eaI .
Lemma 6.9. For any x ∈ R and I, J ∈ J (M),
eIu
xeJ =
{
ux1eI∩Ju
x2 , if x = x1 + x2, x1 ∈ RI , x2 ∈ RJ ;
0, if x /∈ RI +RJ .
Proof. Let I, J ∈ J (M), we assumed RI + RJ = RK for some K ∈ J (M)
with I, J ⊂ K. For any x ∈ R: if x /∈ RI +RJ , then
eIu
xeJ = eIeKu
xeKeJ = 0;
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if x ∈ RI +RJ , write x = x1 + x2 with x1 ∈ RI and x2 ∈ RJ . We have:
eIu
xeJ = eIu
x1ux2eJ = u
x1eI∩Ju
x2 . 
Lemma 6.10. The AR,M can be described as:
AR,M = span{u
xeIu
y : x, y ∈ R, I ∈ J (M)}.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the right hand side is an algebra. For any
x, y, w, z ∈ R and I, J ∈ J (M), consider the product of two elements uxeIu
y
and uweJu
z:
uxeIu
yuweJu
z = uxeIu
y+weJu
z.
Here, eIu
y+weJ = 0 if y + w /∈ RI + RJ , and eIu
y+weJ = u
ceI∩Ju
d if
y +w = c+ d for some c ∈ RI and d ∈ RJ . Therefore, the product is either
0 or ux+ceI∩Ju
d+z, and thus the linear span is an algebra. 
Now, we show that (AR,M ,M,α) is an injective semigroup dynamical
system where each αa(AR,M ) is hereditary and its projections are aligned,
so that it fits into the framework of our analysis.
Lemma 6.11. For each a ∈ R×, αa is an injective ∗-endomorphism on
AR,M , and its range αa(AR,M ) is hereditary, and projections {αa(1)} are
commuting. Moreover, for any a, b ∈ R×, αaαb = αab.
Proof. We first prove that αa is multiplicative: for any x, y, w, z ∈ R and
I, J ∈ J (M), Lemma 6.10 proves that
uxeIu
yuwaeJu
z =
{
ux+ceI∩Ju
d+z if y + w = c+ d, c ∈ RI , d ∈ RJ ;
0 if y + w /∈ RI +RJ .
By definition, αa(u
xeIu
y) = uaxeaIu
ay and αa(u
weJu
z) = uaweaJu
az . We
have y + w ∈ RI + RJ if and only if ay + aw ∈ a(RI + RJ) = RaI + RaJ .
Moreover, if y + w = c + d ∈ RI + RJ with c ∈ RI , d ∈ RJ , we also have
ay + aw = ac + ad ∈ RaI + RaJ with ac ∈ RaI , ad ∈ RaJ . Therefore, one
can check
αa(u
xeIu
yuwaeJu
z) = αp(u
xeIu
y)αa(u
weJu
z).
To see αa(AR,M ) is hereditary: it is clear that αa(AR,M ) ⊂ αa(1)Aαa(1).
For the other inclusion, for any generator uxeIu
y ∈ AR, consider
αa(1)u
xeIu
yαa(1) = eaRu
xeIu
yeaR.
If x /∈ aR + RI or y /∈ RI + aR, this becomes 0. Otherwise, let x = aw + c
and y = d+ az for some c, d ∈ RI . We have,
eaRu
xeIu
yeaR = u
aweaR∩Iu
c+deaR∩Iu
az.
Now, if c + d /∈ aR ∩ RI , eaR∩Iu
c+deaR∩I = 0. Otherwise, c + d = at for
some t ∈ R and at ∈ I. In this case, it becomes
ua(w+t)eaR∩Iu
az = αa(u
w+tea−1(aR∩I)u
z) ∈ αa(AR,M ).
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Here, a−1(aR ∩ I) = a−1I is also in J (M). Therefore, αa(1)AR,Mαa(1) =
αa(AR,M ), and it is hereditary by Proposition 2.2. The projection αa(1) =
eaR which are commuting projections since eaRebR = eaR∩bR.
To see αa is injective, we saw that
αa(AR,M ) = αa(1)AR,Mαa(1) = span{u
axeaIu
ay : x, y ∈ R, I ∈ J (M)}.
Therefore, αa has a left-inverse α
−1
a : αa(AR,M ) → AR,M by mapping
uaxeaIu
ay to uxeIu
y, and hence αa is injective. 
For the dynamical system (AR,M ,M,α), we defined AR,M⋊
∗
αM to be the
universal C∗-algebra with respect to isometric ∗-covariant representations of
this semigroup dynamical system. We first show that it coincides with the
semigroup C∗-algebra for R⋊M .
Proposition 6.12. The AR,M ⋊
∗
α M is isomorphic to C
∗(R⋊M).
Proof. By Proposition 6.8, C∗(R⋊M) is the universal C∗-algebra generated
by {ux}x∈R, {sa}a∈M , and {eI}I∈J (M) such that they satisfy conditions
(1) - (4) in Proposition 6.8. We have to show that such generators is in
one-to-one correspondence with an isometric ∗-covariant representation for
(AR,M ,M,α). Let {u
x, sa, eI} be the generator for the universal C
∗-algebra
C∗(R⋊M), and recall thatAR,M is the C
∗-subalgebra generated by {ux, eI}.
Given {Ux, Sa, EI} ⊂ B(H) satisfying conditions (1) - (4) in Proposition
6.8, define π : AR,M → B(H) by π(u
xeIu
y) = UxEIU
y and extend linearly.
We treat {Sa}a∈R× as an isometric representation S : R → B(H) with
S(a) = Sa. We claim that (π, S) is an isometric ∗-covariant representation
of (AR,M ,M,α). Indeed, π is a unital ∗-homomorphism and S is an isometric
representation. To verify it satisfies the covariance condition, for any x, y ∈
R, I ∈ J (M), and a ∈M :
Saπ(u
xeIu
y)S∗a = SaU
xEIU
yS∗a
= UaxSaEIS
∗
aU
ay
= UaxEaIU
ay
= π(αa(u
xeIu
y)).
Therefore, for any element r ∈ AR,M , Saπ(r)S
∗
a = π(αa(r)).
Conversely, take an isometric ∗-covariant representation (π, S). Define
Ux = π(ux), EI = π(eI), and Sa = S(a). We need to show that {U
x, Sa, EI}
satisfies conditions (1) - (4) in Proposition 6.8. Since π is a unital ∗-
homomorphism, conditions (2) and (4) are automatically satisfied. For (3),
SaEIS
∗
a = Saπ(eI)S
∗
a = π(αa(eI)) = EaI .
For (1), Ux are unitary since π is a unital ∗-homomorphism. S is an isometric
representation so that Sa are all isometries and SaSb = Sab. Finally,
SaU
xS∗a = Saπ(u
x)S∗a = π(αa(u
x)) = π(uaxeaM ) = U
axEaM .
By (3), EaM = SaS
∗
a, so that SaU
xS∗a = U
axSaS
∗
a. Multiply Sa on the right
gives SaU
x = UaxSa.
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One can define a non-self-adjoint operator algebra associated with the
semigroup dynamical system (AR,M ,M,α). In doing so, one has to replace
the condition saeIs
∗
a = eaI by a non-self-adjoint analogue VaEI = EaIVa. It
turns out this is precisely the universal non-self-adjoint operator algebra for
isometric covariant representation.
Proposition 6.13. Let (π, V ) be an isometric covariant representation for
(AR,M ,M,α). Define U
x = π(ux), EI = π(eI), and Va = V (a) for all
x ∈ R, a ∈ R×, and I ∈ J (M). Then,
(1) The Ux are unitary and UxUy = Ux+y. The Va are isometries and
VaVb = Vab. Moreover, VaU
x = UaxVa for all a ∈ R
× and x ∈ R.
(2) The EI are projections and EIEJ = EI∩J , EM = I.
(3) We have VaEI = EaIVa.
(4) If x ∈ I, UxEI = EIU
x; if x /∈ I, EIU
xEI = 0.
Conversely, if {Ux, EI , Va} satisfies conditions (1) - (4), then there exists
an isometric covariant representation (π, V ) for (AR,M ,M,α) so that U
x =
π(ux), EI = π(eI), and Va = V (a).
Proof. It suffices to verify VaU
x = UaxVa and VaEI = EaIVa because all
other conditions are inherited from AR,M via the unital ∗-homomorphism
π. We have
VaEI = Vaπ(eI) = π(αa(eI))Va = EaIVa,
and,
VaU
x = Vaπ(u
x) = π(αa(u
x))Va = U
axEaMVa = U
axVaEM = U
axVa.
Conversely, define π(uxeIu
y) = UxEIU
y and V (a) = Va. Then π is a
unital ∗-homomorphism since relations among {ux, eI} are also satisfied by
{Ux, EI}. Moreover,
V (a)π(uxeIu
y) = VaU
xEIU
y
= UaxEaIU
ayVa
= π(αa(u
xeIu
y))V (a)
Therefore, (π, V ) is an isometric covariant representation. 
As a result of Theorem 5.1, for a large class of semigroups R ⋊M , their
semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(R ⋊M) is the C∗-envelope of the universal non-
self-adjoint operator algebra with respect to isometric covariant representa-
tion for (AR,M ,M,α).
Theorem 6.14. The C∗-envelope of AR,M ⋊
iso
α M is C
∗(R ⋊M).
We devote the rest of this section to a number of examples.
Example 6.15. The semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(R⋊R×) (also denoted TR)
was first studied by Cuntz, Deninger, and Laca [6]. The original motivation
of the paper is that Wiart [31] proved that C∗(R⋊R×) is the C∗-envelope of
AR ⋊
iso
α′ R
× for some semigroup dynamical system (AR, R
×, α′). Here, AR
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is the C∗-subalgebra of C∗(R⋊R×) generated by ux, eI , and α
′
a(u
x) = uax,
α′a(eI) = eaI . One may notice the slight difference between the defini-
tion α′ and our definition (where αa(u
x) = uaxeaR). For an isometric ∗-
representation (π, S), Proposition 6.12 proves that Saπ(u
x)S∗a = π(αa(u
x)),
but not for α′a. This is the reason we adopted this slightly different action.
Nevertheless, Proposition 6.13 proves that the non-self-adjoint operator al-
gebra constructed by two actions are the same: in [31], the non-self-adjoint
operator algebra AR⋊
iso
α′ R
× is defined as the universal non-self-adjoint op-
erator algebra generated from conditions (1) - (4) of the Proposition 6.13.
Proposition 6.13 now clarifies that this is precisely AR ⋊
iso
α R
× in our defi-
nition.
Example 6.16. In many examples, a quotient of the C∗-algebra AR,M
is considered instead. For example, Larsen and Li [23] considered a C∗-
algebra for the semigroup Z ⋊ 〈2〉. In our setup, the ring R = Z and the
unital semigroup M is singly generated by 2. They considered the universal
C∗-algebra Q2 generated by u, s2, where u is unitary and s2 is an isometry,
such that
s2u = u
2s2,
and,
s2s
∗
2 + us2s
∗
2u
∗ = I
The C∗-algebra Q2 is in fact a quotient of the semigroup C
∗-algebra
C∗(Z ⋊ 〈2〉), where the latter only requires s2s
∗
2 + us2s
∗
2u
∗ ≤ I. Denote
en = s
n
2s
n∗
2 . We have e1+ue1u
∗ = I. Let B2 be the C
∗-subalgebra generated
by {ux, en : n ∈ N, x, y ∈ Z}. Define anM -action given by α2n(u
x) = u2
nxen
and α2n(em) = em+n. By Proposition 6.13, the non-self-adjoint operator
algebra B2 ⋊
iso
α M is the universal operator algebra generated by a unitary
U , orthogonal projections En, and an isometry S2 such that
(1) S2U = U
2S2
(2) I = E0 ≥ E1 ≥ E2 · · ·
(3) S2En = En+1S2
(4) If 2n|x, UxEn = EnU
x; if 2n ∤ x, EnU
xEn = 0.
(5) E1 + UE1U
∗ = I.
Here, the extra condition E1+UE1U = I ensures {U,En} corresponds to
a ∗-representation of B2. Theorem 6.14 implies that C
∗
env(B2⋊
iso
α M) = Q2.
Example 6.17. As a generalization to Larsen and Li’s construction, Bar-
lack, Omland, and Stameier recently considered a C∗-algebra QS [2]. Here,
S is a family of relatively prime natural numbers, which generate a uni-
tal sub-semigroup M = 〈S〉 ⊂ N×. The QS is the universal C
∗-algebra
generated by a unitary u and isometries {sp}p∈S , such that
spsq = spq, spu = u
psp, and
p−1∑
m=0
umsps
∗
pu
m∗ = I.
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The isometries sp corresponds to an isometric representation of the unital
semigroup M . For each h ∈ M , one can uniquely define sh =
∏
p∈F sp
for h =
∏
p∈F p. Denote eh = shs
∗
h. The C
∗-algebra QS can be viewed as
the universal C∗-algebra for the semigroup dynamical system (BS,M,α),
where BS is the C
∗-subalgebra generated by u and en, and αa(u
xenu
y) =
uaxeanu
ay.
The non-self-adjoint operator algebra BS⋊
iso
α M is the universal operator
algebra generated by a unitary U , orthogonal projections {Eh}h∈M , and
isometries {Sp}p∈S such that
(1) SpU = U
pSp
(2) For h ≤ k, Eh ≥ Ek.
(3) SpEh = EphSp
(4) If h|x, UxEh = EhU
x; if h ∤ x, EhU
xEh = 0.
(5) For each p ∈ S,
∑p−1
m=0 U
mEpU
m∗ = I.
Our main result proves that C∗env(BS ⋊
iso
α M) = QS .
7. Functoriality
When an algebraic structure embeds inside another, it is often an inter-
esting question on whether this embedding translates into an embedding
of their corresponding operator algebras. This is known as the functorial-
ity of the operator algebra. For example, in the case of algebraic integers
in a number field, Cuntz, Deninger, and Laca proved that the C∗-algebra
TR is functorial, that is when R ⊂ S are rings of algebraic integers in a
number field K, this embedding induces an injective ∗-homomorphism from
the ax + b semigroup C∗-algebra TR to TS [6, Proposition 3.2, Theorem
4.13]. Similar functoriality results was documented in ax + b type semi-
groups from number fields [25, 3]. On the other hand, quotients of semi-
group C∗-algebras often fail to satisfy the functoriality. For example, the
map from O2 = C
∗(s1, s2) to O3 = C
∗(t1, t2, t3) that sends si to ti can-
not be extended to a ∗-homomorphism; ring C∗-algebras does not satisfy
functoriality in general [6].
In this section, we would like to explore the functoriality for both the
C∗-algebra and the non-self-adjoint operator algebra associated with a semi-
group dynamical system.
Definition 7.1. Let (A, P, α) be a semigroup dynamical system. We say a
semigroup dynamical system (B, Q, β) is an extension of (A, P, α) if
(1) There exists a unital ∗-homomorphism ι : A → B.
(2) The semigroup P is a sub-semigroup of Q with the same identity.
(3) For any p ∈ P ⊂ Q and a ∈ A,
ι(αp(a)) = βp(ι(a)).
Throughout this section, we still assume that both (A, P, α) and (B, Q, β)
are injective semigroup dynamical systems where their respective projections
are aligned and images of αp and βq are hereditary.
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Lemma 7.2. Let (B, Q, β) be an extension of (A, P, α) where ι : A → B is
the unital ∗-homomorphism. Let ρ : B → B(H) be a unital ∗-homomorphism
and W : Q → B(H) be an isometric representation with W (e) = I. Define
π = ρ ◦ ι : A → B(H) and V =W
∣∣∣∣
P
: P → B(H).
(1) If (ρ,W ) is an isometric ∗-covariant representation of (B, Q, β), then
(π, V ) is an isometric ∗-covariant representation of (A, P, α).
(2) If (ρ,W ) is an isometric covariant representation of (B, Q, β), then
(π, V ) is an isometric covariant representation of (A, P, α).
Proof. First of all, π is a composition of two unital ∗-homomoprhisms so
that it is also a unital ∗-homomorphism from A to B(H). Since W is an
isometric representation of Q, the restriction on the sub-semigroup P is
clearly an isometric representation of P with V (e) =W (e) = I.
For (1), when (ρ,W ) is isometric ∗-covariant, for any p ∈ P and a ∈ A,
we have
V (p)π(a)V (p)∗ =W (p)ρ(ι(a))W (p)∗
= ρ(βp(ι(a)))
= ρ(ι(αp(a))) = π(αp(a)).
For (2), when (ρ,W ) is isometric covariant, for any p ∈ P and a ∈ A, we
have
V (p)π(a) =W (p)ρ(ι(a))
= ρ(βp(ι(a)))W (p)
= ρ(ι(αp(a)))W (p) = π(αp(a))V (p). 
Proposition 7.3. Let (B, Q, β) be an extension of (A, P, α) where ι : A →
B is the unital ∗-homomorphism. Let (πu, V u) be the universal isomet-
ric ∗-covariant representation for (A, P, α), and (ρu,W u) be the univer-
sal isometric ∗-covariant representation for (B, Q, β). Then there exists
a ∗-homomorphism φ : A ⋊∗α P → B ⋊
∗
β Q such that for any a ∈ A,
φ(πu(a)) = ρu(ι(a)); for any p ∈ P , φ(V u(p)) =W u(p).
Proof. Let π = ρu ◦ ι and V = W u
∣∣∣∣
P
. Lemma 7.2 proves that (π, V ) is an
isometric ∗-covariant representation. By the universality of (πu, V u), there
exists a ∗-homomorphism φ such that for any a ∈ A, φ(πu(a)) = ρu(ι(a));
for any p ∈ P , φ(V u(p)) =W u(p). The image of φ is inside B ⋊∗β Q so that
φ is the desired map. 
Proposition 7.4. Let (B, Q, β) be an extension of (A, P, α) where ι : A → B
is the unital ∗-homomorphism. Then the map ψ : c00(P,A) → c00(Q,B)
defined by
ψ(a ⊗ δp) = ι(a)⊗ δp,
extends to a completely contractive homomorphism from A⋊isoα P to B⋊
iso
β Q.
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Proof. First of all, for any a, b ∈ A and p, q ∈ P ⊂ Q,
ψ((a⊗ δp)(b⊗ δq)) = ψ(aαp(b)⊗ δpq)
= ι(aαp(b))⊗ δpq
= ι(a)βp(ι(b))⊗pq
= (ι(a) ⊗ δp)(ι(b) ⊗ δq)
= ψ(a⊗ δp)ψ(b ⊗ δq).
Hence, ψ is a homomorphism.
Take x ∈ c00(P,A) where
x =
k∑
i=1
ai ⊗ δpi .
By definition,
ψ(x) =
k∑
i=1
ι(ai)⊗ δpi .
By the definition of the norm,
‖ψ(x)‖ = sup{‖
k∑
i=1
ρ(ι(ai))W (pi)‖ : (ρ,W ) is isometric covariant for (B, Q, β)}.
By Lemma 7.2, (ρ ◦ ι,W |P ) is an isometric covariant representation for
(A, P, α). Therefore,
‖ψ(x)‖ ≤ sup{‖
k∑
i=1
π(ai)V (pi)‖ : (π, V ) is isometric covariant for(A, P, α)}
= ‖x‖.
Therefore, ψ is contractive. One can apply a similar argument to show that
ψ is completely contractive, and thus extends to a completely contractive
homomorphism from A⋊isoα P to B ⋊
iso
β Q. 
Lemma 7.5. Let A1 and A2 be two operator algebras and ψ : A1 → A2
be a completely contractive homomorphism. Let (C∗env(Aj), ij) be the C
∗-
envelopes for Aj, j = 1, 2, and let φ : C
∗
env(A1) → C
∗
env(A2) be a ∗-
homomorphism such that φ ◦ i1 = i2 ◦ ψ. Then φ is injective if and only if
ψ is completely isometric.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:
A1 C
∗
env(A1)
A2 C
∗
env(A2)
i1
φψ
i2
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By the definition of C∗-envelope, i1 and i2 are completely isometric. If φ
is an injective ∗-homomorphism, it must be an isometric ∗-homomorphism
between two C∗-algebras, and thus also completely isometric. Therefore,
φ◦i1 = i2◦ψ is completely isometric, implying that ψ is completely isometric.
On the other hand, if φ is completely isometric, let B = C∗(i2 ◦ ψ(A1)),
which is a C∗-subalgebra in C∗env(A2). The pair (B, i2 ◦ ψ) is a C
∗-cover
for A1. By the minimality of C
∗-envelope, there exists a ∗-homomorphism
Φ : B → C∗env(A1) so that for any a ∈ A1, i1(a) = Φ(i2(ψ(a))). For any
x = i1(a) ∈ i1(A1),
x = Φ(i2(ψ(a))) = Φ(φ(i1(a))) = Φ(φ(x)).
Since C∗(i1(A1)) = C
∗
env(A1), Φ ◦ φ is the identity map on C
∗
env(A1), and
thus φ is injective. 
Corollary 7.6. Let (B, Q, β) be an extension of (A, P, α) where ι : A →
B is the unital ∗-homomorphism. Let φ : A ⋊∗α P → B ⋊
∗
β Q be the ∗-
homomorphism from Proposition 7.3, and ψ : A ⋊isoα P → B ⋊
iso
β Q be
the completely contractive homomorphism from Proposition 7.4. Then φ is
injective if and only if ψ is completely isometric.
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, C∗env(A ⋊
iso
α P ) = A ⋊
∗
α P and C
∗
env(B ⋊
iso
β Q) =
B ⋊∗β Q. The rest follows immediately from Proposition 7.3 and 7.4, and
Lemma 7.5. 
Example 7.7. Let R and S be rings of algebraic integers where R ⊂ S. It
is known that their ax + b semigroup C∗-algebras (considered in Example
6.15) is functorial [6, Proposition 3.2, Theorem 4.13]. In Example 6.15 (see
also [31]), we considered the semigroup dynamical systems (AR, R
×, α) and
(AS, S
×, β) and their respective universal non-self-adjoint operator algebras
AR ⋊
iso
α R
× and AS ⋊
iso
β S
×. The semigroup R× embeds naturally inside
S×. Let {Ux, Va, EI : x ∈ R, a ∈ R
×, I right ideal in R} be the universal
generator for TR. By Proposition 6.13, they are the universal generators
that satisfies:
(1) The Ux are unitary and UxUy = Ux+y. The Va are isometries and
VaVb = Vab. Moreover, VaU
x = UaxVa for all a ∈ R
× and x ∈ R.
(2) The EI are projections and EIEJ = EI∩J , ER = I.
(3) We have VaEI = EaIVa.
(4) If x ∈ I, UxEI = EIU
x; if x /∈ I, EIU
xEI = 0.
Similarly, let {Rx,Wa, FJ : x ∈ S, a ∈ S×, J right ideal in S} be the univer-
sal generator for TS . By [6, Lemma 3.1], for each right ideal I of R, IS is a
right ideal of S such that IS ∩R = I. Moreover, for any right ideals I, J of
R,
IS ∩ JS = (I ∩ J)S.
Therefore, the collection {Rx,Wa, FIS : x ∈ R, a ∈ R
×, I right ideal in R}
satisfies conditions (1) - (4) for dynamical system (AR, R
×, α). Hence, there
is a canonical unital ∗-homomorphism ι : AR → AS such that ι(U
xEIU
y) =
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RxFISR
y. It is easy to verify that ι ◦ αp = βp ◦ ι for all p ∈ R
×. Therefore,
the semigroup dynamical system (AS , S
×, β) is an extension of (AR, R
×, α)
in the sense of Definition 7.1. By Corollary 7.6, the canonoical map ψ :
AR ⋊
iso
α R
× → AS ⋊
iso
β S
× where ψ(Ux) = Rx, ψ(Va) = Wa, ψ(EI) = FIS ,
is completely isometric.
8. Additional Examples and Applications
8.1. Isometric and Unitary Representation. Consider the injective semi-
group dynamical system (C, P, id), where an abelian semigroup P act triv-
ially on C. Any unital ∗-homomorphism π : C → B(H) must be given by
π(λ) = λI.
For any isometric representation V of P , (π, V ) is an isometric covariant
representation since for any p ∈ P and λ ∈ C,
V (p)π(λ) = λV (p) = π(idp(λ))V (p).
The non-self-adjoint operator algebra C ⋊isoid P is the universal operator
algebra generated by isometric representations of P .
On the other hand, (π, V ) is an isometric ∗-covariant representation if
and only if for each p ∈ P , V (p)V (p)∗ = π(idp(1)) = I. Therefore, in
this case, V (p) is in fact unitary. Therefore, the C∗-algebra C ⋊∗id P is the
universal C∗-algebra generated by unitary representations of P . Since P
is abelian, we can embed P inside a group G so that G = P−1P . Unitary
representations of P corresponds to unitary representations of G. Therefore,
C⋊∗id P
∼= C∗(G).
Theorem 5.1 gives the following result:
Corollary 8.1. Let T +P be the universal operator algebra generated by iso-
metric representation of an abelian semigroup P , and let G ⊃ P be a group
such that G = P−1P . Then
C∗env(T
+
P ) = C
∗(G).
This is a known result to experts in the field (for example, it can be
inferred by Laca’s dilation on Ore semigroups [21]).
Example 8.2. Let P = N. An isometric representation of N is generated
by a single isometry V . In this case, T +N is the disk algebra A(D), and it is
a well-known fact that its C∗-envelope is C∗(Z) ∼= C(T).
8.2. The Cuntz Algebra Ok and UHF core. The celebrated Cuntz al-
gebra Ok, first studied in [4], is the universal C
∗-algebra generated by k
isometries Wi with
k∑
i=1
WiW
∗
i = I.
For a word µ = a1a2 · · · an ∈ F
+
k where each ai ∈ {1, · · · , k}, we say the
length of µ is n, denoted by |µ| = n. We also denote Wµ =Wa1Wa2 · · ·Wan .
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The UHF core is defined to be the C∗-subalgebra Ak generated by {WµW
∗
ν :
|µ| = |ν|}. For any word µ, ν, it is well known that
W ∗µWν =


Wν′ if ν = µν
′;
W ∗µ′ if µ = νµ
′;
0 otherwise.
Therefore, one can check that
Ak = span{WµW
∗
ν : |µ| = |ν|}.
Moreover, for each n, let
Ank = span{WµW
∗
ν : |µ| = |ν| = n},
and it is isomorphic to the matrix algebraMkn , whereWµW
∗
ν act as matrix
units. Consequently, Ak is a UHF-algebra of type k
∞ (see for example, [8,
Section V.4]).
Define α1 : Ak → Ak be the ∗-endomorphism where α1(WµW
∗
ν ) =
W1µW
∗
1ν , which is the conjugation byW1. This is an injective ∗-endomorphism
on Ak, and one can check that its image is
α1(Ak) = span{W1WµW
∗
νW
∗
1 : |µ| = |ν|}.
As a result, α1(Ak) = α1(1)Akα1(1) and thus α1(Ak) is hereditary.
One can associate a semigroup dynamical system (Ak,N, α), where αn =
αn1 . For any n,m ∈ N,
αn(1)αm(1) =W
n
1W
n∗
1 W
m
1 W
m∗
1 =W
max{n,m}
1 W
max{n,m}∗
1 .
Moreover,
αn(Ak) = span{W
k
1WµW
∗
νW
k∗
1 : |µ| = |ν|},
which is also equal to αn(1)Akαn(1), and thus is hereditary. Therefore, this
injective semigroup dynamical system satisfies that each αn(Ak) is hered-
itary and its projections are aligned, thereby fitting inside the framework
considered in this paper.
Proposition 8.3. The Cuntz algebra Ok is isomorphic to the C
∗-algebra
Ak ⋊
∗
α N.
Proof. Let (πS , S) be an isometric ∗-covariant representation of the dy-
namical system (Ak,N, α). S is uniquely determined by a single isometry
S1 = S(1) and S(n) = S
n
1 . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Si = πS(WiW
∗
1 )S(1). Here,
for i = 1, this is well defined since
πS(W1W
∗
1 )S(1) = π(α1(I))S(1) = S(1)πS(I) = S(1).
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Then,
k∑
i=1
SiS
∗
i =
k∑
i=1
πS(WiW
∗
1 )S(1)S(1)
∗πS(W1W
∗
i )
=
k∑
i=1
πS(WiW
∗
1 )πS(W1W
∗
1 )πS(W1W
∗
i )
=
k∑
i=1
πS(WiW
∗
i )
= πS(
k∑
i=1
WiW
∗
i ) = πS(I) = I
Therefore, {Si} defines a representation of the Cuntz algebra Ok. Con-
versely, every family {Si} that generates Ok defines an isometric ∗-covariant
representation (πS , S) by πS(WµW
∗
ν ) = SµS
∗
ν and S(n) = S
n
1 . Therefore,
Cuntz isometries is in one-to-one correspondence with isometric ∗-covariant
representations of (Ak,N, α), and thus their universal C
∗-algebras are iso-
morphic. 
We can construct a non-self-adjoint operator algebra A ⋊isoα N, universal
with respect to isometric covariant representation. Theorem 5.1 applies:
Theorem 8.4. The Cuntz algebra Ok is the C
∗-envelope of A⋊isoα N.
8.3. Semigroup C∗-algebras. Let P be a countable abelian left-cancellative
semigroup, and J (P ) be the set of all constructible ideals of P . We briefly
reviewed Xin Li’s construction of its semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(P ) in Def-
inition 6.2. In particular, in Section 6, we focused on the case of R ⋊M .
Here, we explore another semigroup dynamical system arising from a general
left-cancellative semigroup.
Let {vx}x∈P and {eI}I∈J (P ) be the generators for C
∗(P ). Let DP be the
C∗-subalgebra generated by {eI}I∈J (P ). Since the product of eI and eJ is
eI∩J , it is clear that
Dp = span{eI : I ∈ J (P )}.
Define a semigroup dynamical system (DP , α, P ) by αp(eI) = epI . One can
easily verify that the universal C∗-algebra Dp⋊
∗
αP with respect to isometric
∗-covariant representations is precisely the semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(P ) in
the sense of Xin Li.
On the other hand, the non-self-adjoint operator algebra Dp ⋊
iso
α P can
be described as the universal operator algebra generated by a similar set of
generators.
Proposition 8.5. The non-self-adjoint operator algebra Dp ⋊
iso
α P is the
universal operator algebra generated by isometries {Vp}p∈P and orthogonal
projections {EI}I∈J (P ), such that
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(1) VpVq = Vpq,
(2) VpEI = EpIVp,
(3) E∅ = 0 and EP = I,
(4) EIEJ = EI∩J .
Proof. For each isometric covariant representation (π, V ) of (DP , α, P ), de-
fine EI = π(eI) and Vp = V (p). It is simple to verify that {Vp}p∈P and
{EI}I∈J (P ) satisfies conditions (1) - (4).
Conversely, given such {Vp}p∈P and {EI}I∈J (P ), define V (p) = Vp and
π(eI) = EI . Condition (1) ensures V is an isometric representation; con-
ditions (3) and (4) ensures π is a unital ∗-homomorphism of DP ; condition
(2) ensures (π, V ) is an isometric covariant representation.
Now a generatoring family {Vp}p∈P and {EI}I∈J (P ) is in one-to-one cor-
respondence with an isometric covariant representation, and thus their uni-
versal operator algebras coincide. 
As an application of Theorem 5.1,
Corollary 8.6. The semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(P ) is the C∗-envelope of
Dp ⋊
iso
α P .
Remark 8.7. There is a number of examples where the C∗-envelope of a
non-self-adjoint operator algebra associated with a semigroup is the bound-
ary quotient of the semigroup C∗-algebra, a smaller C∗-algebra compared
to C∗(P ). For example, the C∗-algebra of the disk algebra A(D) is C(T ),
a quotient of the semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(N); the C∗-envelope of the non-
commutative disk algebra Ak is the Cuntz algebra Ok, a quotient of the
semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(F+k ). However, in our setup, the C
∗-algebra A in
the semigroup dynamical system is rigid: it is preserved faithfully in the
C∗-envelope. For example, in the semigroup dynamical system (DP , P, α),
the diagonal C∗-algebra DP inside the non-self-adjoint operator algebra
DP ⋊
iso
α P is preserved when we take the C
∗-envelope, and therefore, we
obtain the full semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(P ) instead of its boundary quo-
tient.
Example 8.8. Consider the unital semigroup P = {1 + 4n : n ∈ N}. This
is a particular example of a congruence monoid, whose constructible ideals
are characterized by Bruce [3]: J (P ) = {Ia : 2 ∤ a}∪{∅} where Ia = aN∩P .
For odd numbers a and b, Ia ∩ Ib = Ilcm(a,b). Therefore, the semigroup C
∗-
algebra C∗(P ) is the universal C∗-algebra generated by isometries {vp}p∈P
and projections {ea}2∤a such that
(1) vpvq = vpq,
(2) vpeav
∗
p = epa,
(3) e∅ = 0 and e1 = I,
(4) eaeb = elcm(a,b).
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Now the non-self-adjoint operator algebra DP ⋊
iso
α P is the universal oper-
ator algebra generated by isometries {Vp}p∈P and projections {Ea}2∤a such
that
(1) VpV vq = Vpq,
(2) VpEa = EpaVp,
(3) E∅ = 0 and E1 = I,
(4) EaEb = Elcm(a,b).
Corollary 8.6 implies that C∗env(DP ⋊
iso
α P ) = C
∗(P ).
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